
HP Elite Wireless Earbuds

With the rapid increase in video calls and audio conferencing, wireless earbuds are now a workplace essential. 
Experience superb sonics by blocking out unwanted external sounds with state-of-the-art noise canceling, 
personalized audio tuning and customizable sound situations.  Enjoy hours of comfort with premium foam 
and silicon tips with a sleek USB-C® charging case.

World’s most advanced earbuds for collaboration* 

AN ELITE SOUND EXPERIENCE

Calibrates to you
Using customized sound tuning through a simple app, it’s easy to assess your hearing and calibrate 
these earbuds to your hearing profile.

Make your settings match your setting 
Adjust these earbuds by using Tap Touch or the HP Elite Wireless Earbuds app* to choose presets that match 
your listening environment like the office, at home or the gym.   

Seamlessly switch devices
Connect through simple app* and use these headphones with multiple devices switching easily between your phone, PC or Mac® .

Comfort and style
Premium foam and silicon tips deliver hours of comfort while a sleek design and USB-C® charging case make a stylish statement.

1. *Based on HP’s internal analysis as of December 2020. Most advanced based on premium Active Noise Cancellation, hearing test for audio personalization including earbud fit test, hearing enrichment, customizable 

environmental pre-sets, customizable transparency mode, speech amplification, sound direction customization, tap to switch between devices/between audio settings, low power independent/dual ear to ear use, 

Windows Swift Pair with comprehensive Windows 10 application, applications for Android and iOS devices.

2. Listening to audio equipment at full volume for long periods can damage the user’s hearing.  To reduce the risk of hearing damage, lower the volume and amount of time listening at full volume

3. HP Elite Earbuds App available for  iOS on the Apple App Store, for Android on the Google Play Store and for Windows ® 10 on the Microsoft Store 
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General

Operating System
Windows 10 
iOS delivered by vendor to match HP Windows app design language and terminology.
Android delivered by vendor to match HP Windows app design language and terminology.

Connectivity Bluetooth® 5.0 (Phone call, Music stream, Voice assistant access), Class B

Number of recharges provided by 
charging case

1 fully charged case can support 3 earbud recharges

Pairing Microsoft Swift Pair

Ear bud charge time Fast-charging earbud case (15min charge = ~1.5hrs of use) 120 minutes full charge

Case charge time 120 minutes full charge

Operation Individual use of both left and right earbud

Volume control Via app

Mic mute control Via app

Mic mute indication Via app

Sound

Nominal frequency range 20Hz to 18kHz

Sensitivity 103dB SPL @ 1kHz

Driver size 9.2mm

Driver madnet material type Neodymium

Noise cancellation Passive and Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

Microhpone

Nominal frequency range 20 Hz - 10 kHz  / 100 – 10 kHz

Mic impedance 300 ohm / 600 ohm

Mic sensitivity -42dB / -38dB    (@ 94 dB SPL)

Mic response Omnidirectional 

Dimensions and Weight

Ear bud weight 8g

Ear bud dimensions Diameter 17mm, depth 13mm

Charging case weight 66g

Charging case dimensions 65 x 57 x 29mm
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